
 Maths recap Focused maths activities 

Monday Play https://

mathsframe.co.uk/

en/resources/

resource/549/

Addition-Mini-

Maths-Golf   

Today we are going to learn about rotation.  You can see the vocabulary that we’re going to be using by looking at the describing turns 

section of the position and direction knowledge organiser.   

I have made a video about rotation—watch it here —https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaa0qY3kW-g&t=3s   I’ve provided the Shrek rotation 

images if you want to recreate a similar activity to practice.   

Complete the Clockwise and anti-clockwise animal rotation work.  Cut out the animals at the bottom and stick them in the right place.  

Use the cut out animals to rotate the amount it says.  Complete Treasure Map where you rotate and follow instructions to find the 

treasure.   

Tuesday Play https://

mathsframe.co.uk/

en/resources/

resource/548/

Maths-Road-Turn  

Recap all of the vocabulary associated with rotation.  Look at the Half turn and Quarter turn poster.  Recap the words clockwise and 

anticlockwise.  You might like to watch the video again.  Once you feel confident you need to complete Describing Turns.  The adult 

guidance should help you to provide support.  Answers are provided in Answers Describing Turns.     

Wednesday Play https://

mathsframe.co.uk/

en/resources/

resource/553/

Defend-the-Tree  

Today we are going to learn about following directions in straight line movements.  You can see the vocabulary that we’re going to be 

using by looking at the describing straight line movements section of the position and direction knowledge organiser.  For this the 

children need to know left and right so you can use the hint on the knowledge organiser to help with that.  As an introduction into this 

task you could set up an obstacle course and take turns to direct each other through it, or you could dance to the Cha Cha slide https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JXHa5mM8b0 (tricky at times as when they are facing us they seem to be on the wrong foot)  or you could play 

this game https://pbskids.org/peg/games/hungry-pirates   

Complete Following directions.by following the instructions forward, back, left and right to help find the location of different objects.  

There are three difficulty levels included in the activity so choose the one you think most closely matches your child’s ability.     

Thursday Play http://

jeux.lulu.pagesperso-

orange.fr/html/

anglais/flvoyage/

fleches4.htm#  

Recap all of the vocabulary associated with straight line movements.  Complete Through The Woods where you must follow the 

instructions forwards, backwards, left and right to help find the location of the houses of story characters.   There are three 

difficulty levels included in the activity so choose the one you think most closely matches your child’s ability.  Cutting out the footprints 

at the bottom of the sheet and using it to follow the directions is a really visual way to help the children.   

Friday Play http://

jeux.lulu.pagesperso-

orange.fr/html/anglais/

flcoccin/coccinel.htm  

Recap all of the vocabulary associated with position and direction using the position and direction knowledge organiser.  Complete 

Describe Movement and Turns.  The adult guidance should help you to provide support.  Answers are provided in Answers Describing 

Movement and Turns.      

Text in bold is a separate document to be opened.   These documents can either be printed and filled in or viewed on screen as we realise not everyone has a 

printer.  You may just use these to give you inspiration and make up your own examples in a notebook.    
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